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Abstract
Background: While people in the societies must stay home to reduce spread of the newly discovered
coronavirus, healthcare professionals do the exact opposite. For them the coronavirus is an enemy that
should be defeated as a part of one’s job. They do, however, also have a daily life with family while doing
their work obligations. The purpose of this study was to gain an in-depth understanding of the frontline
healthcare professionals’ experience of balancing work life and family life during the COVID-19
pandemic.

Methods: A sample of 22 frontline healthcare professionals caring for patients with COVID-19 was
included and interviewed individually from May to August 2020. Ricoeur’s phenomenological
hermeneutical philosophy inspired the methodology in this study.  

Result: Frontline healthcare professionals treating and caring for patients with COVID-19 are, voluntarily
or involuntarily, forced to be ready to change departments as well as being ready to face the unknown
coronavirus. The frontline work leads to feelings of being abandoned among their families and friends
due to the threat of bringing the infection home and spreading the virus. Although healthcare
professionals are facing a working life �lled with uncertainty and unpredictability impacting their family
life, they express opposing feelings of being a part of something bigger.

Conclusion: The work life balance for these healthcare professionals is threatened by changes in
professional responsibilities, working hours and shifts. Fear of bringing the infection home challenges
them ethically and creates a distance between healthcare professionals and their families, leading to a
con�ict within the individual if their work on the frontline is worth it - or if it is a too high price to pay.
Despite facing a working life �lled with uncertainty and unpredictability the healthcare professionals are
being a part of something bigger that contributes to a �ghting spirit and professional pride outweighing
the negative consequences; like being soldiers on the front.

Background
Healthcare professionals (HCPs) worldwide have been praised for their frontline efforts in the care and
treatment for patients with COVID-19 in the current pandemic situation. It has been reported how they
approach these tasks with a stoic calm and an altruistic attitude as well as how their strong professional
identity overrides most concerns about their own health. These HCPs see the coronavirus as an enemy
that should be defeated as a part of one’s job. They do, however, also have a daily life with family and
other interests while doing their work obligations. In this study we investigated how these frontline HCPs
balance their work obligations and their family life during the current COVID-19 pandemic. The study
offers an in-depth understanding of what is at stake for HCPs caring for and treating patients with COVID-
19 infection while still maintaining a usual family life. These �ndings should be of interest to a broad
worldwide readership within healthcare and will add knowledge to the growing COVID-19 evidence base
and in developing supportive interventions targeted HCPs during pandemics in the future.
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In January 2020 the World Health Organization declared a Public Health Emergency of International
Concern as the newly discovered coronavirus, causing COVID-19 disease, was considered to have caused
a global pandemic (1). The COVID-19 disease mainly attacks the human respiratory system causing
clinical symptoms such as coughing and dyspnea followed by fever and bilateral lung in�ltrates shown
by imaging (2, 3). Individuals with severe symptoms and suspected infection are monitored and
diagnosed in hospitals and are being isolated, while those with mild symptoms are isolated at home (4).
Studies show how this global pandemic pressures healthcare systems to the extreme worldwide with a
pervasive workload for HCPs working against an unprecedented and contagious virus (5, 6). To contain
the potentially devasting consequences and limiting the spread of virus, many governments have
imposed very strict and drastic measures in societies such as closure of unnecessary activities and
recommendations of staying home (7). While people in the societies must stay home and work from
home to reduce spread of virus, HCPs do the exact opposite. HCPs are currently desperately needed and
the world’s most important resource in the �ght against the pandemic, but at the same time they
represent one of the most vulnerable populations. Studies have documented how these HCPs are put
under pressure both physically and psychologically due to increased workload, fear and anxiety of getting
infected themselves and bringing the virus to other vulnerable patients or home to their family members
(8–11). The protection of HCPs is as such vital in continuing patient care in healthcare systems that are
currently challenged by the pandemic, but also important in ensuring not spreading the virus.

Historically, nurses have always played an important role in prevention and control of infections and
public health (12–14). The �ght against COVID-19 is, however, dependent on extraordinary efforts from,
and collaboration between, various HCPs, e.g. nurses, doctors, physiotherapists, pharmacists and porters
(15). They are currently facing frontline care and treatments for patients with COVID-19. These HCPs
have to do this job under new working conditions, both due to the physical work environment in newly
created COVID-19 departments as well as professionally depending on their previous knowledge, skills
and experiences. While research has described how HCPs during the �rst phase of the COVID-19
pandemic approached their obligations with a stoic and altruistic orientation towards their work (15),
others have reported how questions of who will step up to the plate in this ongoing crisis arise (16).
These frontline HCPs are additionally forced to adapt to a job that can be unpredictable in relation to
working hours and schedule which might impact and have consequences for their work life balance (17).
Work life balance refers to the ability of individuals to coordinate work and family obligations
successfully which impact mental and physical health (18, 19), however, to our knowledge little attention
has been paid to this aspect of the caring and treatment responsibilities for frontline HCPs during the
current COVID-19 pandemic. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to gain an in-depth understanding
of frontline healthcare professionals’ experiences of balancing work life and family life during the COVID-
19 pandemic.

Methods
This study applied a qualitative explorative design using individual interviews. Ricoeur´s
phenomenological hermeneutical philosophy created the epistemological stance for exploring HCPs’ lived
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experiences of how they balanced work life and family life during the current COVID-19 pandemic. This
approach offers a frame in which participants’ lived experiences can be interpreted and thus, a
comprehensive understanding can be achieved.

Sample
Participants in this study were recruited from a population of HCPs who had a frontline caring and/or
treatment responsibility for patients infected with COVID-19 during the �rst phase of the pandemic in
Denmark. These HCPs were not normally necessarily employed to care for or treat infectious patients
speci�cally but became part of the emergency response at the onset of the pandemic due to either their
speci�c competencies or on a voluntary basis. We used a convenience sampling strategy (20) by
encouraging HCPs from different regions of Denmark to approach the research team by phone or e-mail
if they were willing to attend an interview. The interviews were conducted by telephone based on ethical
accountability for not contributing to the spread of the virus. Twenty-two HCPs consented to participate
in interviews from May to August 2020. Data saturation was thereafter achieved, making further
interviewing unnecessary (20). HCPs with different professional backgrounds and different
responsibilities were included. The characteristics of the participants are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1
Sociodemographic characteristics of the included

participants
Descriptions Number (n)

Region in Denmark

Capital 14

Zealand 2

North Jutland 2

Central Jutland 4

Southern Denmark 0

Sex

Female 12

Male 10

Age

21–30 6

31–40 9

41–50 4

51–70 3

Profession

Nurse 8

Doctor 6

Physiotherapist 5

Medical Laboratory Technologist 1

Occupational therapist 1

Porter 1

Years in profession

0–10 years 9

11–20 years 10

21–44 years 3

Original Specialty / Department
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Descriptions Number (n)

Intensive care 8

Accident and emergency 2

Infectious disease 1

Pediatrics 1

PhD student / Researcher 3

Gastrointestinal 1

Ear, nose and throat (ENT) 1

Pulmonology 2

Cardiology 1

Endocrinology 1

Data collection
According to Ricoeur, human experiences are characterized by unre�ecting preunderstanding (21, 22). In
order to gain access to the lived experiences of caring for, and treating patients with COVID-19, a narrative
approach was used for data collection during individual interviews. The participating HCPs’ expressions
re�ected their experiences as they saw them and wanted to present them. The interviews were open-
ended in order to explore the HCPs’ lived experiences and emphasised listening to them. Narrative
accounts of participant experiences were encouraged but questions such as “Could you please tell me
about how you experience caring for patients with COVID-19?” and “How do you feel about being on the
frontline at work during such a pandemic while also being part of a family with accompanying
responsibilities?” were used during the interviews. Please see the supplementary �le for the interview
questions. Four experienced qualitative researchers, who were not a part of the clinical care and treatment
for COVID-19 infected patients, performed the interviews. The researchers all interviewed HCP’s that they
did not work with on the frontline. The interviews lasted on average 25 minutes and were recorded and
transcribed.

Ethical considerations
The study was approved by the Danish Data Protection Agency (P-2020-276) and was undertaken in
accordance with the guidelines of the Danish Ethical Research Committee: Act on Research Ethics Review
of Health Research Projects: http://www.nvk.dk/english/act-on-research. The principles outlined in the
Declaration of Helsinki was followed. Written information about the purpose of the study and the right to
withdraw at any time was handed out to the participating HCPs before deciding to participate. Written
informed consent was obtained from each of the participants before the interview. Data were
anonymized by means of identi�cation codes and the participating HCPs were informed that interview
data would be treated con�dentially.
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Data analysis
Embedded in language, according to Ricoeur (21, 22), is always a meaning that extends beyond the direct
linguistic expression and such linguistic connotations can only be approached through a process of
interpretation. A Ricoeur-inspired interpretation process consists of different layers of meaning
understood as an endless spiral involving three levels: a naive search for the overarching meaning which
the text seeks to convey, a linguistically oriented structural analysis, and an in-depth comprehensive
interpretation (22, 23). First, reading and re-reading of the transcribed texts took place to gain an initial
understanding of what the texts were about as a naive interpretation of the narratives. Secondly, a
structural analysis was performed providing an insight into the structure of the texts. Words and
sentences which pointed towards an issue or a theme that recurred throughout the texts were extracted.
The structural analysis exceeded the naive understanding and enabled a more in-depth interpretation. At
the third level of analysis we continued with an in-depth interpretation and discussion of the themes
identi�ed in the structural analysis. Where a structural analysis solely was aimed at a closed system of
symbols, this comprehensive interpretation aimed at understanding the meaning of frontline HCPs’
experiences of balancing work life and family life during the COVID-19 pandemic. All authors performed
the analysis and interpretation.

Results
The understanding of frontline HCPs’ experiences of balancing work life and family life during the COVID-
19 pandemic are described in three themes: 1) Readiness for change, 2) A sense of being abandoned
among family, and 3) Opposing feelings about being a part of something bigger. In the following, these
themes will be illuminated in-depth one by one.

Readiness for change
The participating HCPs described how they were forced by the acute outbreak to be ready for changes. A
sense of having a say as well as having the opportunity of choosing to work in COVID-19 wards was
crucial for their readiness for change and motivation to work at short notice. While some HCPs found it
natural to be part of the frontline, others felt pressured to do so and described feelings of being deprived
of the right to choose whether they wanted to work in a specialized COVID-19 ward or not.

I have not signed up to work in the COVID ward…. She [the boss] called and said that she had been
instructed to �nd three [HCPs for the COVID-19 ward], and she had half an hour to do that. She was a little
panicked and I could hear the hidden: “we are counting on you” in her voice. She also said that two others
already had agreed to the task, so they just needed me.

This involuntary pressure experienced by the HCPs pushed them to be ready for changes. For some HCPs
this push meant they were growing and felt important and ready for the changes while for others it had a
negative impact on their professional identity and job satisfaction. Not only a readiness for changing
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working environments and physical sites were expressed by the HCPs but also a readiness for facing a
novel and unknown coronavirus was dominating their narratives. They described how they had to be
ready for something they did not know about and as such did not know how to prepare for. To be ready
for something unknown was approached with a certain variation in motivation from the HCPs. An
important factor for the individual’s motivation and readiness to face the more or less unknown working
conditions was highlighted as being involved in decisions about expected tasks and responsibilities.
Furthermore, perceptions of being heard and invited to re�ect on possible consequences of agreeing to be
caring for and treating patients with COVID-19 infection was expressed as paramount for the
participating HCPs’ readiness for changes.

I received an email from my manager late at night, where she asked if I wanted to join

[the COVID contingency], but I did not see it [the e-mail]. So, when I came to work the next morning, she
[the manager] was ready before I even met and asked if she could count on me.

The consequences of not being able to re�ect and discuss possible interventions and potential fears
related to one’s own family life �lled the HCPs with mixed feelings of, on the one hand, an obligation to be
ready while it, on the other hand, was di�cult to see and think through the possible interferences in one’s
own life and family. A prominent described threat to the HCPs’ readiness for changes was the potential
threat to their own as well as their family’s health. The participating HCPs expressed their experiences of
a previously unknown uncertainty in how to balance their working obligations and readiness to be on the
front in the care and treatment of patients with COVID-19 and their family life. Suddenly they feared for
their own health but also extensive concerns about bringing COVID-19 home to their families was
illuminated. This fear was for some of the HCPs faced and placed in the background of their
consciousness; while others carried the fear with them as a burden, in�uencing their readiness. These
HCPs did, however, try to divert the fear and do their job: “I try not to stress over things that I can’t
in�uence. If it comes [being infected and bringing illness home], then I will do my best”.

From being an expert in one’s own �eld to a novice in a new department was associated with
uncertainties with having to balance a new way of being a professional. Despite uncertainty about caring
for and treating patients with COVID-19, cohesion among the HCPs was highlighted. They described how
every HCP contributed with their knowledge and skills leading to a sense of professional pride and
common goals and direction. A strong metaphor of being in a war together and stepping in when your
help was needed was pervasive in the HCPs’ narratives: ”It was like being at war ... You could say that we
were the soldiers that were going to be in the front”. This readiness for stepping in did, however, have
consequences and required changes and �exibility at home. Changes in working hours and variety of
shifts had a substantial impact on family life and, thereby, the work life balance. Despite these challenges
in balancing working life and family life, experiences of this very special team spirit providing an
extraordinary effort in the �ght against COVID-19 were pointed out as being worth it. Although it was
mentally exhausting being surrounded by colleagues you did not know in advance, it was also
experienced as a great strength to work with colleagues from different specialties with a mutual goal of
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making an effort of helping out in a situation associated with multiple challenges for the involved
individuals: "This has been the best thing I have experienced in my career. Seeing nurses who stopped
working three, �ve and ten years ago come in and say: I want to help”. This perceived community and the
experience that everyone contributed with each their professionalism and enthusiasm was of great
importance for the individual HCPs’ readiness for change: “The best thing about being part of this
process was those people…, they ignored the obstacles that there usually are… It was people that just
made things happen”.

A sense of being abandoned among family
HCPs working frontline taking care of and treating patients with COVID-19 described ambiguous
experiences of being abandoned among family and friends due to the risk of infection through their work.
The very real possibility of the HCPs becoming infected and catching COVID-19 due to close contact with
infected patients raised concerns from their families who began regarding them as potentially poisonous
from whom one should distance themselves.

He [son] didn’t want to be near me; not only because he himself could be infected, but he was also afraid
of infecting others. He wished that his mother could be without it [the frontline care and treatment for
COVID-19 patients].

Experiences of family members keeping extra distance thus permeated the stories of the HCPs and such
experiences became ordinary daily events when meeting others. In the HCPs’ daily life and surroundings,
they felt isolated from usual social contact with close family and descriptions of relatives moving out of
the shared home in fear of being infected were illuminated.

My sister, her husband and my two-year-old niece said they were isolating themselves from me. My
boyfriend lived with others and said I should not visit him there while working so closely with corona
patients. There were several who withdrew from me [in social surroundings].

The consequences for the family life of HCPs working forefront in the COVID-19 departments thus led to
feelings of being abandoned. Further consequences concerning the children of the HCPs were also
described. All of a sudden, their children did not get invited to playdates and some of their usual friends
were not allowed to play with children of HCPs. The social consequences for the HCPs’ children was
expressed as a very high price to pay in order to meet their obligations of caring for and treating patients
with COVID-19 and experiences of stigma was also expressed in the stories.

The HCPs did, however, also take precautions and distanced themselves from their family where possible:
“I was not nervous for myself [as a HCP] getting infected, but for me to infect my family. That is why we
[HCP and spouse] kept our distance from our family. We were completely isolated; we were only being
with ourselves”. This contrast between being abandoned by one’s family and the voluntary distancing
and isolation from friends and family was expressed as an important factor in the work life and family
life balance. This balance could easily be disturbed if feelings of being abandoned by family and friends
dominated, leading to a sense of doubt about if the frontline work and obligations were worth it. However,
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the voluntary distance to their family contributed to the HCPs’ working identity and helped maintain the
balance between work and family in a way that felt trustworthy for themselves.

Although the feeling of being distanced from the family could either be characterized by fear and stigma
from the social environment, the HCPs understood very well this distance. Uncertainties about the novel
coronavirus contributed to awareness among the HCPs about selecting when and with whom to interact
socially. Likewise, the participating HCPs experienced a great deal of concern from their loved ones due to
their potential risk of getting infected with COVID-19 combined with respect towards them due to working
in the forefront in the care and treatment of patients with COVID-19 and thereby risking their own safety.

Opposing feelings about being a part of something bigger
The HCPs described how they experienced a tension marked by opposing feelings that could be di�cult
to deal with. On the one hand, they talked about how they wanted to be part of the �ght against COVID-19
and make a difference for the sick patients in the worldwide pandemic, while at the same time
experiencing a work life full of insecurity. Their stories illuminated how thinking about being a part of
something bigger contributed to a �ghting spirit and professional pride. These feelings did, however, for
some HCPs, fade away when actually working in the department caring for and treating the COVID-19
patients.

In contrast to the imagined expectations of being part of a bigger contingency - namely a team of
professionals �ghting an unknown virus - insecurity and ambivalent feelings of not wanting to quit their
usual jobs and letting something unfamiliar and unknown impact their family life was illuminated in the
HCPs’ narratives.

It was frustrating to quit my regular job and then suddenly have to do something completely different. At
the same time, it was an extraordinary situation that no one had tried before. So of course, I also felt that I
had to step in and help. But I had an ambivalent feeling about it. Basically, I would probably have
preferred not to be a part of it.

An overwhelming sense of frustration due to putting their own work on hold with an uncertain time
horizon without knowing when to resume was described as particularly important for the HCPs’
adaptability of working frontline caring and treating for patients with COVID-19. The fact that the
participating HCPs did not know when to resume their regular job had an impact on their motivation for
doing their work and participating in the COVID-19 contingency. The HCPs also described how conditions
such as working hours and shifts as well as tasks constantly changed leading to a sense of
unpredictability and exhaustion. Tasks that exceeded one’s competencies proved especially discouraging.
Such challenges were di�cult to deal with and the HCPs had an urgent need for sharing these with
someone. When the HCPs experienced being listened to by a colleague or their closest manager, they
described how they felt a relief. This relief was expressed if the listening led to a balance between what
expectations were placed on them and the skills they had, but also when the �exibility that the individual
HCP had in relation to their family life was recognized. So, when sharing frustrations and uncertainties
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about working life, a balance with family life could be maintained for the HCPs, however, experiences of
being left to oneself had a negative impact on their family life in which the HCPs had to place their
frustrations.

Despite the possible overwhelming experience of being on the front in a pandemic, the HCPs also
described how being part of a professional setup that really worked and where everyone took an active
part and were responsible, dedicated and motivated gave a feeling of being part of something bigger. The
participating HCPs related how everyone helped where they could and did their very best and how being a
part of this big picture gave a sense of professional pride: “As a nurse, I should not sit in my PhD o�ce.
You became a nurse, because you want to help when there is a need, and there was a need, and therefore
I liked to join”. This relief was about balancing the expectations they had and the skills they had, but also
the �exibility that the individual had in relation to their family life. A sense of agreement among the HCPs
was illuminated in their narratives and they described how they experienced almost never being denied
help from colleagues and how everybody focused on helping each other. This helping community was
particularly signi�cant for performing in this extraordinary situation. Furthermore, this community and
feelings of being part of something bigger led to a special vigilance among the HCPs and their well-being
which was important for balancing work life and family life. Feelings of being part of something bigger
thus outweighed the possible negative consequences for the family life.

Although the HCPs described the importance of being part of something bigger, they also talked about
opposing feelings on the way to their �rst day of work when they had to meet, care for and treat their �rst
patient with COVID-19. Their stories illuminated how their motivation to contribute with their knowledge
and skills could be overshadowed by fear of the uncertain and unknown, and how the risk of getting
infected themselves or infecting their family and friends were in the foreground of their consciousness in
the beginning.

Before the �rst shift I was sitting in the car wondering if I was scared, even though I knew the isolation
regimen. We [as HCPs] end up getting infected ourselves… So, I had such a thought on the way into [the
hospital] about what this [COVID-19] was, for nobody knew what it was and how dangerous it really was.

These thoughts of how dangerous the disease might be was most prevalent in the beginning of the
individual HCPs’ meeting with infected patients, however, such thoughts continued to lie as a shadow
both in the HCPs’ working life as well as in their family life witnessing the seriousness of the situation.

Discussion
This study is one of only a few studies offering an in-depth understanding of frontline HCPs’ experiences
of balancing work life and family life during the COVID-19 pandemic. A prominent disturbing factor for
the participating HCPs’ family life was the fact that they, with the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic, all
of a sudden had to be ready for change. They had to be ready for not only changing departments,
working hours and shifts - but also a readiness to face an unknown virus. This readiness for change
caused feelings of an involuntary pressure of being forced into a new and unknown working situation
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and responsibilities. A serious threat to work life balance for the HCPs in the present study was the risk of
bringing infection home to the family, which is highlighted as more frightening than the threat to one’s
own health. Such reactions during infectious disease outbreaks has been reported elsewhere (10, 24), and
these behavioral responses are designed to counteract fear during a pandemic and may attenuate the
threat to one's own health (25). Balancing work life su�ciently fosters not only satisfaction in one’s job,
performance and organizational commitment but feelings of caring for the family is paramount (26, 27),
which, however, was challenged for the HCPs in the present study.

For some HCPs being ready for change and stepping up to treat and care for patients with COVID-19
leads to a sense of personal and professional growth while others described a negative impact on their
professional identity. Evidence in occupational health literature shows that employee control over work
performance is linked with health outcomes, and not experiencing this control might lead to exhaustion
and depressive symptoms, impact on physical and mental health as well as work family con�icts (28–
30). Norms around work time are also about space; about being at the workplace during certain hours
which structures the lives of individuals in profound ways (28). This structure was, however, interrupted
for the participants in this study. Despite descriptions of disrupted temporal structures regarding work
schedules and work hours challenging the work life balance, a metaphor of being in war together
highlighted cohesion and team spirit among HCPs. It has been reported that HCPs, despite experiencing
strong pressure of fear of infection, exhaustion by heavy workloads and stress of caring for seriously ill
COVID-19 patients still present a strong sense of duty and identity as a HCP (15, 31). This dedication
towards their work should, however, not overshadow and create imbalance regarding a HCPs’ family life
(27, 32). Working for a healthcare system that is prepared and has an effective plan is magni�ed many
times over in a pandemic and should be prioritized. It has further been reported how offering free shuttle
services between work and home, childcare support and meal vouchers for staff may reduce domestic
stress and allow for a single-minded effort for HCPs (33).

In the present study the HCPs described a sense of being abandoned among their family and friends due
to their work on the frontline of treating and caring for patients with COVID-19. Such experiences of being
abandoned made the HCPs feel isolated from usual social contact. Research has described examples of
how e.g. nurses working forefront in caring for patients with COVID-19 chose to hide the fact from their
family and friends that they were working at a COVID-19 department in fear of how their family would
react (10). The consequence of being abandoned points at a disturbance in the work life balance which
may cause psychological distress for the HCPs (28). In general high work demands have been shown to
be related to an increased degree of con�ict between work life and family life (34, 35), however, this study
highlights a new perspective of interest; namely a con�ict based on fear. This fear creates a distance
between HCPs and their families leading to a con�ict within the individual HCP if their work on the
frontline is worth it or if it is too high of a price to pay. Research has pointed at such ethical challenges
during previous disaster outbreaks where the HCPs’ personal and possibly their family’s lives and health
are at risk, and they must weigh the option of continuing to work or retreat to safety (36). Such decisions
that are made daily, are based on professional and personal values of how they perceive existing risks. It
is further described how HCPs, during uncertain times, e.g. the current COVID-19 pandemic, are looking
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for trust, compassion, stability and hope from their leaders (37). They want to be part of the work
solutions and are incredibly resilient when action plans are clear which helps control mental health issues
raised by an imbalance between work life and family life (38, 39) such as the described deselection of the
participating HCPs. In this study it was further described how HCPs who themselves voluntarily chose to
keep family and friends at a distance, could more easily maintain a meaningful work life balance.

For the participating HCPs in this study, opposing feelings of being a part of something bigger was
expressed. On the one hand their working life on the frontline COVID-19 contingency was shadowed with
uncertainty and unpredictability and they described how these new and unknown working conditions
impacted on their usual family life. On the other hand, however, these feelings of being part of something
bigger contributed to a �ghting spirit and professional pride which outweighed the negative
consequences; like being soldiers on the front. Research has reported how HCPs might grow personally
and professionally under pressure from being on the frontline caring and treating for COVID-19 patients
and during other pandemics (10, 40). A work life balance is among other factors depending on a self-
perceived professional job satisfaction (41). Moreover, a congruence in work family integration indicates
that an individual’s own resource allocation decisions toward work and family are validated by their
organization (42). Leadership during the COVID-19 pandemic is as such paramount in supporting the
frontline HCPs in being part of a community and an environment in which helping each other is in focus
in the �ght against the coronavirus. Factors that guide HCPs to respond are very personal and highly
connected to balancing work life and family life, however, it is reported how organizational and
professional leadership can modify those factors to increase the number that are willing to put the needs
of COVID-19 patients �rst (36, 43).

Limitations
Through a qualitative approach, we were able to explore the experiences of frontline HCPs in balancing
work life and family life during the COVID-19 pandemic. Despite the disadvantages of telephone
interviews reducing social cues (44), as this type of interview does not allow body language to be used as
a source of additional information, we found that the subjects were willing to participate in the study and
appreciated sharing their experiences. Regarding the applied analysis and interpretation, it is important to
note that there is always more than one way to interpret a text. The interpreted comprehensive
understanding in this article is what we found most probable from what the participants told in the
narratives based on the researchers’ preunderstandings (22). We furthermore used a convenience
sampling strategy, as it was a rapid way to address frontline HCPs’ experiences of treating and caring for
patients with COVID-19, and thus a relatively quick way to get data collected in a situation where such
data is highly relevant and urgently needed. The disadvantages of this sampling method are, however,
that it may include people with resources and mental surplus (20), which the reader should consider when
transferring the �ndings to other settings.

Conclusions
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Healthcare systems worldwide are being put to the ultimate test and are under tremendous pressure to
limit the spread of the novel coronavirus. Most of this responsibility is being shouldered by frontline
HCPs. In the present study we describe how HCPs are forced to be ready to change departments and be
those frontline individuals, voluntary as well as involuntary, treating and caring for patients with COVID-
19 infection as well as being ready to face the unknown coronavirus. The work life balance for these
HCPs are threatened by changes in professional responsibilities and working hours and shifts.
Furthermore, the frontline HCPs experience being abandoned among their families and usual social
circles due to the threat of bringing the infection home and spreading the virus. This fear challenges them
ethically and create a distance between HCPs and their families leading to a con�ict within the individual
HCP if their work on the frontline is worth it or if it is a too high price to pay. Although an unknown and
unfamiliar coronavirus impacts HCPs’ family life, the participating HCP expressed opposing feelings of
being a part of something bigger. They faced a working life �lled with uncertainty and unpredictability,
but at the same time felt being a part of something bigger that contributed to a �ghting spirit and
professional pride outweighing the negative consequences; like being soldiers on the front.

Clinical implications
In a clinical perspective these new �ndings can be used to guide management during the pandemic. It
seems that these working conditions are not sustainable over a long period of time due to the consistent
psychological and physical threat of being infected, infecting the family and working in warm and
uncomfortable equipment causing physical symptoms. This calls for �exibility in work schedule and
periods where risk of contamination of family is low, so that the HCPs can be with their family in a safe
manner. All management, organizational and political tools must be used to make it attractive for HCPs
to volunteer to work frontline, e.g. su�cient and quali�ed sta�ng in each shift, access to appropriate
protective equipment, salary re�ecting the importance and risk of the task and individually planed
schedules.
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